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Until recently, many people thought big data was a passing fad. "Data science" was an enigmatic
term. Today, big data is taken seriously, and data science is considered downright sexy. With this
anthology of reports from award-winning journalist Mike Barlow, you’ll appreciate how data
science is fundamentally altering our world, for better and for worse.Barlow paints a picture of
the emerging data space in broad strokes. From new techniques and tools to the use of data for
social good, you’ll find out how far data science reaches.With this anthology, you’ll learn
how:Analysts can now get results from their data queries in near real timeIndie manufacturers
are blurring the lines between hardware and softwareCompanies try to balance their desire for
rapid innovation with the need to tighten data securityAdvanced analytics and low-cost sensors
are transforming equipment maintenance from a cost center to a profit centerCIOs have
gradually evolved from order takers to business innovatorsNew analytics tools let businesses go
beyond data analysis and straight to decision-makingMike Barlow is an award-winning journalist,
author, and communications strategy consultant. Since launching his own firm, Cumulus
Partners, he has represented major organizations in a number of industries.
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Frank Castillo, “Nice applications of data science. This book shows the different applications of
data science in the industry from marketing to manufacturing you will have a good overview.”

sunil, “good book. Interesting book with good insights”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book! A lot of interesting Essays. Great book! A lot of interesting
Essays.”

Jerry Saperstein, “It isn’t a bad book by any stretch of the imagination. I should have read the
description of the book more carefully before I ordered it because it isn’t what I thouth it would
be. This is a book of essays written over the past several years by Mike Barlow, a journalist. The
subtitle declares it a work “Exploring Predictive Analytics, Machine Learning, Digital
Manufacturing, and Supply Chain Optimization”. I don’t think it wil be remembered in five years
and maybe not even three. It isn’t a bad book by any stretch of the imagination. Rather it
addresses a set of subjects where the velocity of change is so great that today’s ideas may be
obsolete within months. Given that, Barlow attempts to explain, illustrate and demonstrate what
“data science” is. Simply put, “data science” is the contemporary way f viewing the world around
us. Not very long ago, people like Elmo Roper, George Gallop and Arthur Nielsen attempted to
explain the world to politicians and marketers through interviews expressed as polls. Procor &
Gamble examined consumers through counting how many cans ansd boxes moved off the
grocery sore shelf. Now every transaction of every kind is memorialized as a statistic
somewhere, giving rise to the basis of “big data”. But who will analyze and interpret it? How will
they do it? Why should they do it? It’s a book of generalities and a pretty decent introduction to
big data and data science. In many cases, what the author puts forth are ruinations as opposed
to hard science, providing grist for discussion if you can actually find someone else interested in
this subject. Barlow covers a lot of territory and, remember, this is a collection of essays, so
sometimes interesting points are raised and simply disappear forever in succeeding sections.
But Barlow writes well, obviously has an enquiring mind and asks a lot of questions which, one
way or another, he answers. As an introduction to “big data” and “data science”, this is an
entertaining and informative book. It will not make you an expert, but it wil help you recognize
one.Jerry”

I Teach Typing, “This is a good but dated set of white papers on all things .... This is a good but
dated set of white papers on all things data science/big data. The articles ran from 2013-2015.
While not long ago chronologically that is an eternity in the tech world. The author consistently
offers real insights into issues related to the collection, analysis and dissemination of
information. Even obvious advice/topics that are patently clear (like you need buy-in from the
top of the org chart) are well presented. I find many general data science/big data books just



annoying cheer-leading about what could be done but the examples here (on social justice
issues) are surprisingly interesting/inspiring. The chapter on real-time analytics is particularly
good in that it helps frame many general issues, about what is "good enough" and what is an
"interesting problem" across an enterprise, from a novel perspective. The down side to the book
is that some of the technology (map-reduce/hadoop ) is presented like it is new and sexy but it is
now passe.  So long as you are not expecting new thinking, this is a very good book.”

Florentino Bexiga, “Interesting read. This book is less technical and more of a "talk" about
interesting aspects of the field of data science. It is an interesting read for lovers of the field.”

The book by Mike Barlow has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 13 people have provided feedback.
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